
Welcome (back) to the future. 



Is time like space? What’s pre-determined?

February 18, 2019 (photo by Alyssa Goodman)



January 27, 2023 (aerial photo by Alyssa Goodman)



January 29, 2023 (video by Alyssa Goodman)



+ 
Our future together today—discuss time and space,         

now and then.  

— 
Our “past” — key information from last week…





The Prediction Project

predictionx.org

http://predictionx.org
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499


#RANDOMIZED

#NON-RANDOM

#HUMAN

#RANDOM

Observe Predictive 
System

https://openclipart.org/

Make  
Prediction!

Evaluate 
Accuracy

Make 
Changes

Please save predictionx.org/framework in your browser as a "handout." 

Framework for Predictive Systems

https://www.predictionx.org/framework


Predictive 
SystemS

Phenomenon Observation* Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Correct

*or, Experiment*

The “Padua Rainbow” & The Path to Newton



Prediction: Week 2
Time & Space ( Venice)

Breath on a MirrorRoman Augury

[expertise, Framework, era]

\

[WWT Celestial Mechanics Primer]

SECTION PREVIEW: Student Predictions  
( from Journals)

table 
researchchoosing a System for the Fair consult w/students & staff

discussions of Diviner’s guide systems

[Cross-cultural Conversations Intro]

Ancient Mesopotamia Extispicy, by Declan Maloney

Welcome “back” What’s is time? (Discussion) 



What is time? 
(to be discussed, soon, at tables, using Canvas “Discussion”)



Correct

path-to.org 

http://path-to.org


PLATO,  ON TIME: “A MOVING IMAGE OF ETERNITY” 
  
When the father and creator saw the creature which he had made moving and living, the created image of the eternal gods, he 
rejoiced, and in his joy determined to make the copy still more like the original, and as this was an eternal living being, he sought to 
make the universe eternal, so far as might be.  Now the nature of the ideal being was everlasting, but to bestow this attribute in its 
fullness upon a creature was impossible.  Wherefore he resolved to have a moving image of eternity, and when he set in order the 
heaven, he made this image eternal but moving according to number, while eternity itself rests in unity, and this image we call 
time.  For there were no days and nights and months and years before the heaven was created, but when he constructed the heaven 
he created them also.  They are all parts of time, and the past and future are created species of time, which we unconsciously but 
wrongly transfer to eternal being, for we say that it 'was,' or 'is,' or 'will be,' but the truth is that 'is' alone is properly attributed to it, 
and that 'was' and 'will be' are only to be spoken of becoming in time, for they are motions, but that which is immovably the same 
forever cannot become older or younger by time, nor can it be said that it came into being in the past, or has come into being now, 
or will come into being in the future, nor is it subject at all to any of those states which affect moving and sensible things and of which 
generation is the cause.  These are the forms of time, which imitates eternity and revolves according to a law of number.  Moreover, 
when we say that what has become is become and what becomes is becoming, and that what will become is about to become and 
that the nonexistent is nonexistent – all these are inaccurate modes of expression.   
But perhaps this whole subject will be more suitably discussed on some other occasion (Timaeus 37c-38b).

See also: plato.stanford.edu/entries/time/#ReduPlatRespTime

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/time/#ReduPlatRespTime


The expansion of the Universe takes  
place in 4 dimensions (“spacetime”).

nbcnews.com/mach/science/what-happened-big-bang-ncna995216 

https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/science/what-happened-big-bang-ncna995216


What is time? 
(to be discussed at your tables, please add notes in Canvas discussion)

https://canvas.harvard.edu/courses/113038/discussion_topics/875914


The Prediction Project

predictionx.org

http://predictionx.org
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1409958589283434499
https://courses.edx.org/courses/course-v1:HarvardX+SOC1.practx+1T2020/courseware/687bae4b7e4b468c9be25909c26527f3/42b8efef14584772a76f058b632d5493/1?activate_block_id=block-v1:HarvardX+SOC1.practx+1T2020+type@vertical+block@65aabed026ef4366908cd62b5e25a9cc


https://courses.edx.org/courses/course-v1:HarvardX+SOC1.practx+1T2020/courseware/687bae4b7e4b468c9be25909c26527f3/42b8efef14584772a76f058b632d5493/1?activate_block_id=block-v1:HarvardX+SOC1.practx+1T2020+type@vertical+block@65aabed026ef4366908cd62b5e25a9cc


(see “Roman Bird Augury” video on edX)  

"Senior political officials of the Roman state had to take auspices 
before any major political event like elections.” —Emma Dench

https://courses.edx.org/courses/course-v1:HarvardX+SOC1.practx+1T2020/courseware/687bae4b7e4b468c9be25909c26527f3/42b8efef14584772a76f058b632d5493/?activate_block_id=block-v1:HarvardX+SOC1.practx+1T2020+type@sequential+block@42b8efef14584772a76f058b632d5493


#RANDOMIZED

#NON-RANDOM

#HUMAN

#RANDOM

Observe Predictive 
System

https://openclipart.org/

Make  
Prediction!

Evaluate 
Accuracy

Make 
Changes



We too could once see the future…?

…now we need hints from Nature 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEtslm3bFt4




“As though a breath on a mirror” —David Carrasco

(see “Aztec Mirrors” video on edX)

https://courses.edx.org/courses/course-v1:HarvardX+SOC1.practx+1T2020/courseware/687bae4b7e4b468c9be25909c26527f3/42b8efef14584772a76f058b632d5493/3?activate_block_id=block-v1:HarvardX+SOC1.practx+1T2020+type@vertical+block@062a4c5737244028a16601c6615ddf15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lspryDLhGwE




visit worldwidetelescope.org to follow along

Quick intro to Celestial Motions & WorldWide Telescope

http://worldwidetelescope.org
http://worldwidetelescope.org


“Astronomical events were the physical 

manifestations of gods.”—Dylan Clark 

Note: All Omens & Oracles Materials are on edX, and also at PredictionX.org. 
(Also, see the origin of the PredictionX logo, in the Madrid Codex)  

hints from Nature

http://PredictionX.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madrid_Codex_(Maya)#/media/File:Madrid_rosny_bb_0033.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madrid_Codex_(Maya)


Newton’s Principia 
(the real one from 1687)

The Barutu 
(Ancient Mesopotamia)

Finkel's Ark Before Noah 
(I ♥Cuneiform)

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction



see video clip  from 6:16 - ~11:30

“Seeing” what we already know, 

with artist James Leonard.

https://youtu.be/bfrtOqUFQtk?t=376
https://courses.edx.org/courses/course-v1:HarvardX+SOC1.practx+1T2020/courseware/687bae4b7e4b468c9be25909c26527f3/42b8efef14584772a76f058b632d5493/13?activate_block_id=block-v1:HarvardX+SOC1.practx+1T2020+type@vertical+block@305e54c2c4c249ac93c31cc45c1f7211
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[WWT Celestial Mechanics Primer]

SECTION PREVIEW: Student Predictions  
( from Journals)

table 
researchchoosing a System for the Fair consult w/students & staff

discussions of Diviner’s guide systems

[Cross-cultural Conversations Intro]

Ancient Mesopotamia Extispicy, by Declan Maloney

Welcome “back” What’s is time? (Discussion) 



image taken by Alyssa Goodman  at the British Museum galleries, 2017

Ancient Mesopotamia Extispicy, by Declan Maloney



Irving Finkel



image taken by Alyssa Goodman  at the British Museum galleries, 2018

Understanding the will of the 
gods was the central pillar of 
Mesopotamian scholarship. 
Ashurbanipal would have 
checked the omens before 
taking any important decision. 
The most common technique 
was to sacrifice a sheep and 
examine its internal organs. This 
lung-shaped tablet (2) was an 
ancient teaching tool. Other 
techniques sought meaning from 
dreams (2), rain (3), and sex (4).


The omens were not always 
positive. Special magic and 
rituals were used to avert 
negative predictions. Scribes 
drew up lists of spells to counter 
all sorts of misfortunes (5). The 
Assyrians practiced a 
remarkable ritual. If a king’s life 
was thought to be at risk, a 
substitute would replace him on 
the throne for up to 100 days (6). 
When the danger had passed, 
the king could take back the 
throne and the substitute would 
then be executed and given a 
royal burial.  
860-830 BC

British Museum

Will my unfaithful brother 
escape?

Learned textbooks explained 
how the divination system 
worked in general. Reports 
detail the specific questions 
asked, features observed in 
sacrificial animals and answers 
reported by diviners (7):


“Now Ashurbanipal, King of 
Assyria… has heard: “Shamash-
shumu-ukin is fleeing to Elam.” 
Is the rumor true? Five 
unfavorable features in the 
divination: it is unfavorable. 
Month Tishri, 15th day, eponym 
year of Sagab.

Reported by Dari-shamu and 
Dannaya.” 

Nineveh, 651 BC

Clay

British Museum

Assyrian experts examine a 
sacrificed sheep to find the 
divine answer to an important 
royal question.

“I am Ashurbanipal,  
 King of the World,  
 King of Assyria” British Museum 2018 exhibit 

curated by Irving Finkel 



image taken by Alyssa Goodman  at the British Museum galleries, 2018



Images taken at the British Museum galleries, 2017



Substitute King Ritual Ashurbanipal’s Autobiography (668 BC)

images taken by Alyssa Goodman  at the British Museum galleries, 2017
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Why 
Mesopotamia?

Extispicy, by Declan Maloney







The Sumerians 
(c. 5,500 – 2000 BCE)

The Akkadians 
(c. 2,500 – 2000 BCE)
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table 
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Ancient Mesopotamia Extispicy, by Declan Maloney

Welcome “back” What’s is time? (Discussion) 



[expertise, Framework, era]discussions of Diviner’s guide systems



“Prediction” is a very common word in English, but what does it mean?  
  

How far is this “future”?   
Is testability required?  How about past data? 

Is a prediction always part of a decision?   
How is a decision different from a prediction?   

Who really knows and doesn’t know the future?  
Why do we want to know? How can we know? 

How does prediction manifest in your everyday life? In society? 
Today? In the past? In the future?

Reminder: What’s a “prediction”? 
(motivational discussion questions from the GenEd 1112 syllabus) 



what-s-a-prediction-v2-results

Response
attempting the impossible, often falsely
Predictions are a projection of our subconscious humanity
An educated guess about the future
Using a pool of gathered information to give a potential outcome or reality
using past events to make more informed choices about the future
A guess about the future
a claim about the future that is grounded in evidence from the present/past and can be tested in the future
Suggestion about the future based on an observation from the present/past
something that either alters a person's behavior or their perception of it
a statement about the future, potentially testable
data-driven distribution of potential events
refining systems designed to reveal future events
Not a definition: we talked about predictions affecting outcomes
Informed and reasonable idea (guess?) about what will come to pass
predictions are like poetry
Using present information to foretell the future
events forecasting
An evidence-based forecast of something in the future

Reminder: What’s a “prediction”? (v2 of Week 1 poll) 



How well can we know? 

Do we really want to know? 

Do we already know?

Reminder, also…



https://canvas.harvard.edu/courses/113038/discussion_topics/875969
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table 
researchchoosing a System for the Fair consult w/students & staff

discussions of Diviner’s guide systems

[Cross-cultural Conversations Intro]

Ancient Mesopotamia Extispicy, by Declan Maloney

Welcome “back” What’s is time? (Discussion) 



Coming Next Week: PREDICTIVE SYSTEMS FAIR  
Detailed Instructions available on Canvas



PREDICTIVE SYSTEMS FAIR  
Sample inquiries…

How accurate?

#RANDOM

#NON-RANDOM

#HUMAN

#RANDOMIZED

Does that matter?

When & where did this system come from? 

Is this system still used? If so, by whom?

Do you need much training to use the system?

Would you use this system in your life today?

For fun? 

For important issues? 

Did it change over time?



PREDICTIVE SYSTEMS FAIR  

Please open Canvas 
“Assignments” now…



en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methods_of_divination
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SECTION PREVIEW

table 
discussions

tinyurl.com/gened1112predictions

https://tinyurl.com/gened1112predictions

